The trailhead for the one-way unblazed trail is located approximately 4/10th of a mile from the Jarvis Street and Dundee Drive intersection, on Dundee Drive between Shipton Court and Orleton Court.

On street parking is available on Dundee Drive.

Remain on the unblazed trail; walking off the established trail may lead to erosion and habitat destruction.

Explore the 1,500 acres of Town of Cheshire open space online at www.cheshirect.org
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The 146-acre Ten Mile Lowlands property, bordered by the Ten Mile River to the west, offers hiking opportunities in the low lying Ten Mile River floodplain in north Cheshire.

The property is accessible by one unblazed trail on flat terrain with views of several vernal pools. Vernal pools are landscape basins that contain water in spring and provide breeding habitat for frogs, toads and salamanders.

Please respect this open space property by keeping the area clear of trash and leaving plants and animals undisturbed in their natural habitat.
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